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June 4, 2014 - Roy Boschman & Robbert watch 5 circles appear around them
in a “fraction of a second” in a wheat field at Standdaarbuiten, Holland.
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zU4cxubxZf4#t=184
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As Roy Boschman and Robbert v/d Broeke were driving home
from a late appointment the night of June 3rd, Robbert began
experiencing the same “restlessness” he regularly feels when
something anomalous is about to occur. This uneasy feeling
almost always precedes a new crop formation’s appearance and,
this time, Robbert saw (in his “mind’s eye”) five different-sized
circles, the largest one of which had a thin ring around it, and
asked Roy to drive toward Standdaarbuiten.

It took about a half an hour to reach the area and as they drove
along the farm-road next to the highway they saw a field of young
wheat where no circles had occurred before, but where Robbert
felt they should stop. As they stood on the side of the road, not
sure exactly where to go into the field, a soccer-ball-sized lightball shot out across the field, coming from behind them from the
direction of their parked car. It lit up the field and both men felt
that it’s trajectory indicated where they should go into the field.
As they walked along the tram-lines Robbert was slightly in front
of Roy and he suddenly stopped, saying “something is going to
happen here.” Immediately both men heard a loud “electrostatic
crackling” noise all around them and then saw a brilliant flash of
light….and in a fraction of a second 5 circles opened up right in
front of them.

Just as Robbert had seen (in his “mind’s eye”) the new formation had 5 circles,
with a thin ring around the biggest one. Photo: Roy Boschman

Ring around largest (14m diameter) circle is only 20cm. wide—less
than 8 inches. Photo: Roy Boschman

Plants in narrow ring are not pressed flat to the ground.
Photo: Roy Boschman

Just a few wheat plants are left standing in center of large circle.
Photo: Roy Boschman

As the men stood at the edge of the formation they continued to
hear the loud “electrostatic” noise (similar to the sound created
when you pull a wool sweater over your head in cold weather,
but much louder). They could see that the biggest circle had
both a very thin ring and an off-center standing tuft, and daylight
photos taken a few hours later show just a few wheat plants
wrapped tightly around the base of the tuft—a feature also
seen in some crop formations in other parts of the world.

Standing tuft in 14m-diameter ringed circle has just a few stems wrapped
tightly around the base of the upright plants.
Photo: Roy Boschman

Roy and Robbert were standing so close to the 9.9m-diameter circle
that the formation actually wrapped around them.

Two of the three smaller circles also had either standing or
twisted plant centers and the wheat in all the circles was very
gently flattened, with no marks on the plants or surface mud,
although it had been raining earlier that night.

Three smaller circles. Photo: Roy Boschman

Standing center in largest (8m diam.) of three smaller circles.
Photo: Roy Boschman

Although Roy has been helping Robbert by photographing and
measuring the circles in southern Holland for several years and
had no doubt that Robbert’s “knowing” when and where new
circles would appear was related to his sensitivity to the “crop
circle energies,” this was the first time Roy had actually seen one
form. And, in spite of seeing both the light-ball and the brilliant
flash of light as the circles formed, and Roy’s reporting of the

“very loud, electricity-like” noise he heard as the circles appeared
and the “tingling” sensation he felt throughout his body, he states
he felt no anxiety at all. In fact it all seemed somewhat “familiar”
to him, as if he’d experienced it before.

Two smallest circles in formation, the next to last with a twisted clump
of plants slightly off-center. Photo: Roy Boschman

As the men left the field they realized they had heard no cars on
the busy highway that runs by this field during the entire time
(perhaps 2 hours) they had been in the field--a situation similarly
reported by Stan and Robbert in 2012 when they had watched a
large UFO “drop” silvery, metallic-looking balls down to a field in
Bosschenhoofd, creating a long pictogram in front of their eyes
(http://www.bltresearch.com/eyewitness/eyewitness10.pdf). In
that case both Stan and Robbert reported feeling a “protective
shield” of some kind had been dropped around them, isolating
them and the field while the circle was being created…a situation
similar to that often reported as experienced by many people in
UFO encounters generally.
Roy’s witnessing this 2014 formation occur is the 5th time
other people (while with Robbert) have visually seen Dutch
crop circles occur--Stan in 2008 & 2013, me in 2001 & 2006:
(http://www.bltresearch.com/eyewitness/eyewitness1.php, and
http://www.bltresearch.com/eyewitness/eyewitness4.php).

Robbert’s friend Stan’s drawing of UFO, metallic-looking balls & two huge
“creatures” he saw in 2013 at Bosschenhoofd field as he and Robbert
watched a long “pictogram” form in the grass.

As is sometimes the case, Robbert got a “message” related to
these circles he and Roy watched occur. Essentially it is that all
the planets in our galaxy are “connected,” that we are all part of a
“galactic community.” And also that there is going to be more
contact between humans and the various life-forms indigenous to
other planets and solar systems, which contact will help humans
develop a greater awareness of the larger reality and the interconnectedness of all life-forms.
This circle formed “to help prepare people psychologically and
spiritually” for interaction with other non-human life-forms. And it
represents the understanding that consciousness increases in
gradual steps, from “small consciousness to great awareness,”
(thus the small circles increasing to larger ones). In Robbert’s
words, “this formation is a kind of staircase that goes up to
eternity … from which comes the greater consciousness. This
formation is an announcement that we are on the way.”
Roy is fortunate (as are Stan and I) to be among the relatively
few who have actually seen a crop circle occur—and we’re all
certain Robbert’s presence had everything to do with our luck.

For more photos of this crop formation and additional details of
the message Robbert got about it, see his crop circle archive
http://www.robbertvandenbroeke.nl/graancirkelarchief (this is
listed as #8 formation in 2014).
For more information about the wide range of anomalous events
which occur around Robbert see other sections of his website:
http://www.robbertvandenbroeke.nl/home.
For multiple reports (in English) presenting both scientific results
related to various aspects of Robbert’s case and other details of
the many facets of the van den Broeke case, see the BLT page
devoted to Robbert: http://www.bltresearch.com/robbert.php.
[Individual reports are listed separately beneath the introduction
and You-Tube music clip, the most recent first.]
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